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Whose Authority? 

Matthew 21:23-32 

7 November 2021 | Grace Bible Church Corinda | Ben Shannon 

Big Question:  Will you believe? 

Big Idea:  Some people refuse to recognise Jesus’ authority. 

Introduction 

Today, we’re coming back to our series in the Gospel of Matthew – one of the four accounts 

of Jesus’ life that we have in the Bible. 

Between now and Christmas, Lord-willing, we’ll finish this section of the book. 

You might remember that Matthew’s gospel can be divided up into sections of story and 

sections of speech. 

We’ve been in this section of story that goes from the start of chapter nineteen to the end of 

chapter 22. 

If you’ve got a Bible that puts Jesus’ words in red, flicking through you’ll notice that after 

chapter 22 – in chapters 23, 24 and 25 – it’s almost all Jesus speaking. 

 

It’s been a while since we’ve been in Matthew’s gospel and if you’re anything like me, you 

need a bit of a refresher of where we’re at. 

Perhaps you’re sick of me saying it, but this section of story is all about Jesus heading 

towards the cross. 

At the start of chapter 21, we saw King Jesus entering Jerusalem – the capital city of Israel 

and the centre of their religious life. 

He rode in on a donkey as the crowds put tree branches on the road and called out, 

“Hosanna to the Son of David!” 

 

Then, we saw a very different side of Jesus – disruptive and destructive. 

Going into the temple courts and driving out the money changers. 

The next day, he gave a fig tree a withering look for not producing fruit. 

As Jono summarised it for us: faithful followers are fruitful. 

 

What follows is a series of eight controversies. 

We’re going to be looking at the first two today and then one each week after that. 

Today, we’re going to see that this section is all about recognising Jesus’ authority. 

There’s not a big idea so much as a big question we need to deal with, which is, “Will you 

believe?” 
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The passage comes in two different sections, which’ll give us two points. 

• Authority Rejected (vv23-27) 

• Authority Accepted (vv28-32) 

Authority Rejected (vv23-27) 

Jesus was staying in the city of Bethany – probably with some friends – a little bit outside of 

Jerusalem. 

It was common for people to stay in nearby towns and commute into Jerusalem each day of 

the major religious festivals. 

Straight after the incident with the fig tree, he goes back to the temple. 

He won’t leave the temple again until the start of chapter 24. 

 

Going into the temple was a bold move since he’d only just cleared it out the day before. 

Daring to teach in the temple courts was even bolder, but the people loved it. 

It was fairly normal for the people in the temple to stop and ask prominent teachers 

questions. 

No one had invited Jesus to teach, yet there he is teaching away in the temple. 

 

It’s not exactly surprising that the religious heavies come to ask him what his deal is. 

In fact, the members of the Sanhedrin had a responsibility to check out anyone teaching in 

the temple, especially when they had the hide to clear out the temple and heal blind men as 

well. 

In verse 23, we’re told that the chief priests and the elders come to Jesus with two 

questions: 

By what authority are you doing these things? 

And who gave you this authority? 

 

They sound like totally reasonable questions to ask because authority matters. 

Life isn’t short on people with opinions, but they only really carry weight when there’s 

authority behind them. 

Where someone’s authority comes from – the grounds for it – determines whether you 

should listen to them or not. 

For instance, I have opinions about My Little Ponies – quite firm ones, as it happens – but I 

certainly wouldn’t claim to be an authority on the matter! 
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As far as I can remember, every conspiracy video I’ve watched over the last few months – 

and I’ve watched quite a few of them – have all started in the same way. 

They start with the person stating their credentials – the reason that they have authority to 

speak on the subject. 

Now, I’m a sceptical type and so I’ve been known to go and check out those credentials to 

see what authority this person really has. 

More often than not, I’ve found that some of their claims are over-exaggerated or that 

despite the impressive names and titles, the organisation they work for is small and 

unrepresentative. 

They’re legends in their own lunchboxes rather than true authorities. 

 

Because we’ve just parachuted into this passage, it’d be easy to get the idea that the leaders 

of Israel didn’t really know who Jesus is. 

That would be totally reasonable, a faire enough conclusion if Jesus was just some young 

punk who appeared out of nowhere with no track record. 

But after three years of teaching and after sending a number of investigators to suss Jesus 

out, it’s unlikely that the leaders of Israel didn’t know who he was. 

 

My NIV has the heading for this section, “The Authority of Jesus Questioned.” 

That’s certainly part of what’s happening here, but I don’t think Matthew’s included this 

because he’s trying to make the point that Jesus has authority. 

Jesus may not have been authorised to teach in the temple, but that’s not really the issue. 

Matthew isn’t just rehashing the old territory that Jesus has authority here. 

 

He’s already made that point by spending a lot of time earlier in his biography showing that 

Jesus has supernatural authority. 

At the end of the Sermon on the Mount, we’re told that 

Matthew 7:28b–29 NIV11  the crowds were amazed at his teaching, 29 because he 

taught as one who had authority, and not as their teachers of the law. 

He had authority over the wind and the waves. 

And he could heal illness, sickness and disease in chapter nine. 

Matthew 9:6 NIV11  6 But I want you to know that the Son of Man has authority on 

earth to forgive sins.” So he said to the paralysed man, “Get up, take your mat and 

go home.” 

 

The chief priests and elders aren’t questioning his authority to find out they truth. 

They were trying to set a trap for him so they would have grounds to reject his authority. 
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See, if Jesus said that he was doing these on his own authority, then they could call him a 

fraud who didn’t really have the power of God. 

If Jesus admitted that he was doing it on God’s authority, then they could have him on a 

blasphemy charge. 

They think that they’ve set a really clever trap for Jesus and they’ve got him over a barrel. 

 

The point of this section is that Jesus is going to use their own words against them. 

Their questions tell more about themselves than about Jesus. 

They’re not unaware that Jesus has authority. 

The issue isn’t even that the chief priests and elders of the people DON’T recognise his 

authority. 

The issue is that they WON’T recognise his authority. 

At the end of the day, the only one stopping them recognising Jesus’ authority is themselves. 

The Jewish leaders reject Jesus’ authority and he’s going to use their own questions to show 

this. 

 

Jesus’s more than happy to answer the questions that they ask, verse 24, but there’s a 

condition – they’ve got to answer one of his questions first. 

This condition isn’t about him avoiding answering the question. 

Asking a question back was fair according to the standard rules for debate in the day. 

He’s more than happy to answer their question but he’s going to use it to show that they 

have no valid grounds for rejecting him. 

 

When people ask us questions – especially about faith in Jesus – it’s worth thinking about 

the question they’re asking and not just the answer you should give. 

It’s a bit of an aside, but one that I think is worth mentioning quickly. 

See, the question that people ask often isn’t the question that they really want to ask. 

And even more often, the question that they ask isn’t really the one that they NEED an 

answer to. 

As we think about questions, it’s always worth asking yourself, “What’s the question behind 

the question?” 

 

It looks like this. 

Say someone’s asking about a contradiction in the Bible. 

You might give them an answer about how the contradiction isn’t really a contradiction or 

some other good answer. 
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Often people asks questions like that though because what they really want to know is 

whether they can trust the Bible. 

That’s the real question that needs answering. 

 

Jesus gets asked about where his authority comes from. 

That’s the presenting question, but the question behind the question is whether they can find 

a reason not to recognise his authority. 

That’s what the leaders really want to do and so they’re fishing for a reason to justify it. 

And if they can get grounds to convict Jesus, all the better. 

His reply isn’t so much about proving that he has authority, so much as showing that they 

won’t acknowledge it. 

 

Perhaps you might think that Jesus would ask the same question he asked Peter, “Who do 

you say that I am?” 

But that’s not what he asks. 

Jesus turns their own questions back onto them. 

He brings up the topic of John’s baptism. 

“John’s baptism—where did it come from? Was it from heaven, or of human origin?” 

 

He basically asks them exactly the same questions that they asked him. 

I know that they’re not exactly the same, but they’re very similar. 

Jesus was asked:  By what authority are you doing these things? 

Jesus asks:  Where did it come from? 

Jesus was asked:  Who gave you this authority? 

Jesus asks:  Was it from heaven or of human origin? 

 

What’s John got to do, got to do with it? 

The John Jesus is talking about is John the Baptist. 

We’ve been reading the book in parts, so it might be a bit hard to remember back to earlier 

in the book. 

His head’s popped up a number of times in Matthew’s gospel, until it ends up on a platter – 

literally – in chapter 14. 

That’s what happens when you tell the king that he shouldn’t have married his brother’s wife. 
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The first time we met John was at the very beginning of the gospel in chapter three. 

You might actually like to turn back there with me. 

John was a bit of an rough diamond, an uncouth kind of bloke. 

If I met him, I don’t think I would’ve recognised him as an important figure and I’m fairly 

certain that I wouldn’t be alone. 

Let me tell you, given how much some people struggle with a pastor who doesn’t wear the 

same coloured socks, a prophet who wore clothes made of camel hair and only ate locusts 

and wild honey would’ve rocked many conservative people’s world. 

 

John was out preaching in the wilderness. 

His message was: 

Matthew 3:2b NIV11  “Repent, for the kingdom of heaven has come near.” 

And so, he was out in the backblocks of Judea, baptising people. 

They would come to John, confess their sins and get baptised by him, verse six. 

 

One day, a number of Pharisees and Sadducees came and paid him a visit. 

John didn’t hold back in his critique of them. 

He warned them that they needed to repent of their sin. 

It’s not enough, John warned them, to rely on their family tree. 

It’s not enough, he warned, to rely on the fact that they’re related to Abraham. 

 

The evidence of this would be changed lives and actions – what John would call good fruit. 

They needed to be like trees who produce good fruit. 

It sounds very similar to what Jesus just said about being fruitful when he dealt with the fig 

tree. 

Matthew 3:7–10 NIV11  7 But when he saw many of the Pharisees and Sadducees 

coming to where he was baptizing, he said to them: “You brood of vipers! Who 

warned you to flee from the coming wrath? 8 Produce fruit in keeping with 

repentance. 9 And do not think you can say to yourselves, ‘We have Abraham as our 

father.’ I tell you that out of these stones God can raise up children for Abraham. 10 

The axe is already at the root of the trees, and every tree that does not produce good 

fruit will be cut down and thrown into the fire. 

It’s hard to imagine that John really could’ve been any clearer than that. 

 

John was clearly a prophet and many people recognised him as one. 

Malachi 3:1 speaks of a prophet who’ll come to prepare the way for the Lord. 
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John, the first prophet of the New Testament is the fulfilment of the last prophet in the Old 

Testament. 

But a big part of his job description was to point to someone else. 

He was to prepare the way for the Lord, verse three. 

His job was to point to someone who’s even more powerful, verse eleven. 

John’s job was to point to Jesus. 

 

Now – back to chapter 21 – Jesus is asking them why they didn’t believe John. 

They didn’t trust him, they didn’t have faith in him. 

Why didn’t they accept his authority? 

Where did John’s authority come from? 

And why didn’t they listen to him? 

 

The leaders of Israel huddle together and begin whispering to each other. 

It doesn’t take them long to realise that they’re in a catch 22. 

This isn’t just an innocent question, but a whole lot is at stake. 

Because they don’t really want to have to listen to Jesus at all. 

Matthew 21:25b NIV11  They discussed it among themselves and said, “If we say, 

‘From heaven,’ he will ask, ‘Then why didn’t you believe him?’ 

 

They couldn’t possibly admit that John was from God. 

That would be to admit that they should’ve listened to him. 

Matthew 21:26 NIV11  26 But if we say, ‘Of human origin’—we are afraid of the 

people, for they all hold that John was a prophet.” 

They were stuck between a rock and a hard place – between admitting that they were 

ignoring God or getting the people off-side. 

It’s not just politicians today that look at the polls and their social media metrics. 

A significant number of people thought that he really was a prophet and to go against the 

crowds might start a riot and would potentially be career-ending. 

The irony is that the it was the crowds that held Herod back from getting rid of John until his 

step daughter got involved.1 

 

They thought that they were trapping Jesus, but it turns out that they’ve trapped themselves. 

The genius of what Jesus has done is that the answer that the leaders give to his question is 

the same answer they have to accept for the questions they asked Jesus. 
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And they know it. 

In stating what they believe about John, they’re also saying what they believe about Jesus. 

 

So they come up with the most diplomatic answer they can muster – “We don’t know.” 

It’s better to be thought of as a fool than to open their mouths and show that they can’t 

answer Jesus’ question. 

They don’t get the answer wrong, so much as they can’t even answer the question. 

The one possibility that they refuse accept or acknowledge is that Jesus is God himself. 

 

It’s a total a Sergeant Schultz moment. 

Who remembers Sergeant Schultz from Hogan’s Heroes, a comedy set in a German POW 

camp during World War II? 

Schultz would always say, “I know nothing.” 

That was because although he came across as a dunderhead, unlike his superiors, he often 

knew exactly what was going on. 

But he’d keep shtum because it was in his best interests. 

He knew about many of the Hogan’s plots, but would never admit it. 

 

Jesus tells them that they won’t be getting an answer from him today since they aren’t willing 

to answer the same questions they asked him. 

By refusing to answer Jesus’ questions, they’re showing that they refuse to accept his 

authority. 

Matthew 21:27b NIV11  Then he said, “Neither will I tell you by what authority I am 

doing these things. 

And now’s not the time for Jesus to answer their questions either. 

Although he’s in Jerusalem and headed towards the cross, it’s still not quite time for Jesus to 

give them the ammo they need to seal the deal of his fate. 

 

Authority is a major issue for people today, just as it always has been. 

We can’t see Jesus face-to-face, but the Bible shows us Jesus’ authority. 

Which is why matters whether we can trust the authority of the Bible. 

As Christians, we believe that we have very good reason to trust the authority of the Bible. 

The question is whether we’re going to accept it or reject. 
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I often come across is that people will say something like, “Show me some evidence to 

believe in Jesus and then I’ll believe.” 

Yet often they won’t. 

When you point them to the Bible, they sometimes reject it, saying that they want evidence. 

When you show them why we can trust the Bible – like we do in the life course – they don’t 

like the evidence that’s there. 

Instead they argue that there’s no evidence because it doesn’t meet their demands for very 

specific evidence that meets their demands. 

It’s not that there isn’t evidence, but that they refuse to accept the evidence that God’s 

provided. 

 

Many people think they only believe in consistent and logical thought. 

And yet they’ll then go and use the authority of others to back up their claims. 

They’ll claim to only trust what they can learn from their own senses – “We trust science 

because it’s verifiable.” 

Except they actually trust the word of scientists and those peers who review them. 

 

We all live by an authority, the question is which one. 

When we start demanding evidence on our own terms, we feel like we can convince 

ourselves that we can legitimately disregard Jesus’ authority. 

We all want to do it because then we can make ourselves the supreme authority over our 

lives. 

WE set the terms of the evidence that we’ll accept. 

So that ultimately, WE’RE the authority. 

 

That’s exactly what the chief priests and elders tried to do. 

They tried to trap Jesus so that they could ignore his authority. 

That’s not a bad way of describing what the Bible calls sin. 

Rejecting God’s authority and making ourselves the authority. 

And it didn’t work. 

 

Israel’s leaders wanted to reject his authority, let’s not fall into the same trap. 

As you reflect on this passage, honestly consider what authority you’re trusting. 

Are you really as objective as you think you are? 

Or are you really just making yourself a law to yourself so that you can ignore Jesus? 
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Do you want to reject his authority? 

Authority Accepted (vv28-32) 

Immediately, Jesus goes on the front foot, teaching by using a parable about two sons. 

This’s a new section, but it’s also tied to what’s come before. 

Jesus tells a story to demand a response from his listeners. 

 

There’s a father who’s got a vineyard. 

He needs some work done, so he goes and asks his son to go and work in his vineyard. 

What does the son do? 

He point-blank refuses to go and do what his father’s asked. 

 

That’s a wilful act of disobedience. 

The father wasn’t making a suggestion here – an optional request that the son could take or 

leave. 

This was a deliberate rejection of a direct command from his father. 

In Ancient Israel, this was taken really seriously because it really was a matter of life and 

death. 

It would’ve be shocking to those listening to hear that a son had behaved this way. 

 

Sadly, that kind of rebellion often isn’t seen as a really big deal by many people today. 

We live in a culture that often assumes – or at least functions – as if children have exactly 

the same level of authority as their parents, if not more. 

This wasn’t just a cultural thing though since God has very deliberately built order this order 

into our world. 

He has designed for parents to be in authority over their children. 

In the New Testament, Paul writes in Ephesians 6:1: 

Ephesians 6:1 NIV11  1 Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right. 

 

This doesn’t mean that a parent should lord it over their kids and treat them worse than 

slaves. 

Quite the opposite, Paul goes on in verse four to warn fathers not to exasperate their 

children. 

Parents also have the God-given responsibility to discipline, or correct, their children. 
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To not do so is, in fact, unkind and unloving to themselves and others. 

 

The emphasis in this particular account isn’t on how the father responded to the 

disobedience though. 

Which might seem a little surprising, seeing as the father in the parable is God himself. 

We’re not actually told how the father responds though, are we? 

However, we need to feel the weight of just how shocking this would’ve been. 

 

But then the son changes his mind. 

We don’t know exactly what caused him to change his mind, but whatever the reason, he 

has a significant change of heart. 

He decides that he’s going to go and do what his father asked after all. 

Verse 29: 

Matthew 21:29 NIV11  29 “ ‘I will not,’ he answered, but later he changed his mind 

and went. 

 

The father then goes to the second son. 

Some people argue strongly that birth order makes a difference to personality traits. 

Second children are often viewed as people-pleasers and peacemakers. 

They’re also seen as being somewhat rebellious. 

So, it mightn’t be a surprise that this second son agrees to do exactly what his father has 

said. 

He’s the opposite of the first son, even down to the level of being extremely respectful, in the 

way he addresses his father, saying, “I will, sir.” 

He might’ve had every intention of doing what was asked of him, but he never delivers the 

goods. 

He never actually goes out into the vineyard to do the work. 

 

I don’t think Jesus had to dig all that far to come up with this sermon illustration seeing as it 

rings true with my experience. 

Say – for this purely hypothetical scenario – that I’m sitting on the couch reading something 

and my dear wife comes up and asks me to do something. 

Being the good husband I am, I’ll probably say something like, “I’ll just come and do it in a 

minute.” 

While I might have all the good intentions in the world, if I’m honest then I reckon there’s 

about a fifty-fifty chance of me actually getting up and doing it. 
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In my – strictly hypothetical scenario – I can’t really understand why she’d hypothetically get 

upset. 

After all, my intentions were good even if my delivery was a little lacking. 

Jesus doesn’t describe a husband-wife relationship, but the same thing happens with 

parents and children, I’ve just changed it to protect the guilty. 

 

Having told them this little story, Jesus asks the chief priests and the elders a question in 

verse 31: 

Matthew 21:31a NIV11  31 “Which of the two did what his father wanted?” 

The answer to that’s fairly clear isn’t it? 

It wasn’t lost on the religious leaders that it was the first son who did the right thing, even 

though he refused at the beginning. 

The second son made the right noises, but it was really just empty words. 

 

Parables aren’t always explained for us in the gospels, but this one is. 

Jesus drops a truth bomb that’s directed right at the leaders of Israel. 

Jesus said to them, “Truly I tell you, the tax collectors and the prostitutes are entering 

the kingdom of God ahead of you. 

Wow.  Do you get just how rude and offensive that would’ve sounded to the leaders of 

Israel? 

 

Jesus is talking about the people who were seen as amongst the worst of the worst in 

society. 

They were looked down on for being obviously unrighteous. 

Tax collectors were considered treacherous for their allegiance to Rome and their greed. 

Prostitutes who are sexually immoral for selling their bodies. 

How could there be any comparison between the leaders of Israel and “those” people? 

They’re like chalk and cheese, black and white, righteous and unrighteous. 

 

And yet Jesus is saying that the tax collectors and prostitutes are the ones who will get into 

the kingdom first? 

Wow, that’s a punch in the guts. 

Seriously?  How could that possibly be? 

Jesus wouldn’t have sounded any different to them than to me telling you that that a thieving, 

drug-dealing, granny-extorting serial murderer is going to get into heaven ahead of you. 
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What he says is that outrageous. 

But it’s also true. 

 

The tax collectors and prostitutes are like the first son. 

They rejected God to begin with and then changed their minds. 

And the chief priests and elders are like the second son. 

They make the right noises, but never actually do their father’s will. 

 

And it all hangs on their response to John the Baptist, we’re told in verse 32. 

John came in the way of righteousness. 

What was John’s message? 

It was to repent and believe. 

His message was that Israel were sinners who need to repent to be able to enter the 

kingdom of heaven. 

 

The religious establishment didn’t believe John though. 

They didn’t repent. 

They didn’t listen to him pointing to Jesus as the one who they needed to take their sins 

away. 

Instead, they relied on the fact that they were related to Abraham and that they were good, 

moral people because they kept all the 613 laws of the Old Testament. 

What they failed to grasp was Jesus’ words in the Sermon on the Mount, where he said that 

wasn’t enough. 

They needed to be more righteous than they could ever be on their own. 

Matthew 5:20 NIV11  20 For I tell you that unless your righteousness surpasses that 

of the Pharisees and the teachers of the law, you will certainly not enter the kingdom 

of heaven. 

 

But those who knew they were sinners heard John’s message and despite their previous 

rebellion, they repented. 

They knew they needed to accept an external authority. 

The pharisees and tax collectors, they realised that they needed to do. 

They responded to John’s message by repenting of their sin. 

They came to God and the power of the gospel changed them. 
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That’s the kingdom of God, as we’ve heard before – the first will become last and the last will 

come first. 

 

When the chief priests and pharisees saw sinners repenting, it made absolutely no 

difference to them. 

They were so committed to their sin that they still didn’t believe. 

They refused to accept that the kingdom of heaven is a kingdom of grace. 

We can’t earn our way into it. 

The only way in is for Jesus to give us entry. 

He died to pay the penalty for our sin. 

If we repent and believe in him, then we’ll get entry to the kingdom no matter what we’ve 

done. 

 

What does it mean to be a Christian? 

If you say that you’re a Christian because you’re a good person, then you’ve completely 

misunderstood. 

Not everyone who claims the name of Jesus will get into heaven. 

Jesus warned earlier in the gospel: 

Matthew 7:21 NIV11  21 “Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the 

kingdom of heaven, but only the one who does the will of my Father who is in 

heaven. 

 

You’ve got these two groups of people. 

Both of them heard the call to repent. 

One group – those who knew they were sinners – responded to the message. 

The other group rejected both John and Jesus’ authority because they were trusting in what 

they could do to make them right with God. 

 

What about you? 

What will you do? 

Will you repent of your sin? 

Heaven is open to you if you repent of your sin. 

 

This week I was reading about a missionary. 
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He worked in a factory and he describes the women who worked on the line as being more 

perverted and having fouler language than the hard-drinking and womanising men he served 

with in the army. 

The unofficial leader would pick on him. 

She – and everyone else – thought she was too far from God. 

But one day, the only way he knew how to respond to a jibe was to command her to come to 

a Christian youth weekend. 

Almost unbelievably, she came. 

After that weekend, her behaviour changed completely. 

Turns out she’d got to wondering if she had gone too far and prayed to God to see if he’d 

allow her to start over. 

She showed the fruit of repentance in her life. 

 

God’s grace means that it’s not about what you do. 

What matters is that you trust in the Lord Jesus. 

You can trust in your family background, but that’s not enough. 

You can trust the money that you’ve got and all that you can buy. 

You can trust your role or your job. 

Yet none of this is enough. 

 

Whose authority will you trust in? 

Will you continue to reject Jesus’ authority, or will you repent, believe and find the 

forgiveness that God offers? 

 
1 Matthew 14:5 



 

Whose Authority? 

Matthew 21:23-32 
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Big Question:  Will you believe? 

Big Idea:  Some people refuse to recognise Jesus’ authority. 

Discussion Questions 

1. What is the context for this incident (looking forwards as well as backwards)? 

2. Why did the chief priests and elders ask Jesus about his authority? 

3. What does it mean to seek to answer the “question behind the question”? 

4. Why was John the Baptist’s ministry so significant? 

5. What does the religious leaders’ response to John tells us about their response to 

Jesus? 

6. “A parable is a story that illustrates one lesson or principle.”  Explain the characters, as 

well as the lesson or principle in this parable. 

7. How did John challenge the righteousness of the religious leaders? 

8. How do we see the “last will be first and the first will be last” nature of Jesus’ kingdom in 

this parable? 

9. What does it look like to repent and believe? 


